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Image data

• 2 image files are needed:

a section image     showing the cell boundaries

and a z-stack     showing the filaments

Both files need an analogue name for recognition by 
the program. 

for example: - section image test.tiff

- z-stack testzsk.tif
(zsk-extension necessary for z-stack!!)

Classify both images together in the same folder.
If no section image is available, one can be created by copying the 
z-stack image. 

The program handles jpg-, bmp-, or tiff-image formats with no restriction in pixel size or color. 
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The software program
• The program contains several succesive steps:

During the procedure of the program a small “STATUS”
notification is visible, providing some useful information 
during the use of program. 

Loading the images into the program

Aligning both images

Selecting cells

Preprocessing the z-stack image

Filament detection module

Plotting the resulting data into graphs

Finding maxima within the resulting dataset

Saving and exporting the results

The name of the different steps is highlighted in white 
when this step has not been performed yet, red when 
active and yellow when this step has been carried out. 

During the procedure of the program a small “STATUS”
notification is visible, providing some useful information 
during use of program. 
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LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS  - SAVE

Clicking on the ‘z-stack file’ button opens an opening 
window, displaying the z-stack files for selection. The 
accompanying section image is selected automatically.

When you have chosen a z-stack, a window opens 
where you have to fill in the size of one pixel in 
micrometers (# µm / pixel) so that later on cell 
parameters can be calculated automatically. 

If no parameters are needed, it suffices to keep the 
value, i.e. 1, unaltered.  

The software program

Previously analysed images can be reopened by clicking 

on the “MFA file” button.

On the screen, the section image appears.
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The alignment of both images 
can be done automatically or 
manually.

The software program

By pressing the “scale” button, the z-stack image appears semi-transparant on top of the section image in red 
colour.

LOAD - ALIGN - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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1. A magnifying glass is visible to zoom in on a specific location

2. Press spacebar to continue

3. With the line cross a well detecable and recognizable spot can be 
selected on the section image

4. Press spacebar to continue

5. The z-stack image is displayed and the whole procedure is 
repeated (step 1 to 4), marking the same spot as in step 3

6. As done for the first spot, everything is repeated for a second spot 
(step 1 to 5)

7. When finished, automated scaling is carried out

The software program

By pressing the “auto” button, the images are aligned by 
identifying 2 identical spots on each image

Automatically

LOAD - ALIGN - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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resizing change the zoom factor

moving left / right click on the corresponding arrow head or 
increase/decrease the numeric value

moving up / down same procedure as for left / right

The software program

The manual scaling can be done by adjusting 3 
parameters

Manually

The adjustements are saved by creating two new images (a section and a 
z-stack image) which are fit perfectly on top of eachother. They are 
added to the folder containing the original files and named:

- testscale.tif (original ‘test.tif’)

- testzskshift.tif (original ‘testzsk.tif’)

LOAD - ALIGN - SELECT CELLS    - CONTRAST ZSK    - DETECT FILLS    - DISPLAY    - FIND PEAKS    - SAVE
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Again, an automated (“auto” button) and 
manual (“manual” button)  method is available

The software program

By clicking within each individual cell, the cell border is 
recognized. 

-left mouse button, select the cells with the line cross, 

the recognized cell contour is 
indicated by a coloured outline

-middle mouse button, cancel a selected cell

-right mouse button, quit the automatic selection mode

Automatically

The intensity threshold value can be adjusted by using the arrow heads or it 
can be manually changed.

! Remember to quit the automatic selection mode (press right mouse button) before changing the 
intensity threshold. Detecting the same cell a second time automatically cancels the previous 
detection. The numbering is succesive, but is not recalculated after deletion of cells.

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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The cells or region of interest can be drawn manually.

-left mouse button, click on several boundary points to 
outline the cell contour

endpoint : clicking ONE time on the start point, still allows   
modifications of the border by repositioning the 
selected points while the area is already closed

clicking TWO times on the start point finalizes the 
selection 

-middle mouse button, delete a selected cell

-right mouse button, quit the manual drawing mode

The software program

Manually

Two extra images are saved:

- testbw.tif an image with all the selected cells coloured in 
different shades

- testcells.tif a screenshot showing all the selected cells with 
their numbering

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE

The automated method requires clear distinctable

boundaries. If no section image is available the manual 
method can be used, also for defining a specific region of 
interest.
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To  move to the next step (‘contrast zsk’), click on one of 
the arrowheads or select the numeric value within this 
module and press ‘enter’.

The z-stack image can be improved by changing the 
contrast. This can be altered by using the arrowheads or 
by adjusting the numeric value.

The software program

1.1

0.4

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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-minimal filament length (‘min L’)

the minimal number of successive pixels that   
compose a filament

- filament diameter (‘diam’)

the diameter of a filament in number of 
pixels

- threshold value (‘thresh’)

the minimal difference in intensity between 
background and filament pixels

- step size of the optical polarizator (‘every’)

the stepsize of the rotational polarizator, in 
degrees

The software program
LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE

Several settings can be adjusted for the detection of filaments.
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The software program

To start the detection, it suffices to click one of the 
buttons.

For animation, the selected cells flash up 
sequentially. 

The optical polarisator starts at 0° (white line on 
the picture) and makes a counter clockwise spin 
until 179°. Detected filaments are shown in yellow 
colour. 

The bar indicates the progress of the detection.

After detection, the image with all the detected filaments 
coloured in red is saved:

-testfills.tif

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE

0°
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- linear graph (‘lin.’)

the angles are plotted on the X-axis and the number 
of detected filaments for each angle on the Y-axis

- circular graph (‘circ’)

analogue to the linear graph, but the angles are 
plotted in a circular way

- integrated linear plot (‘int’)

analogue to the linear graph but each point is the 
sum of all previous values, increased with the 
current value of that point

The software program

The data can be presented in three different ways:

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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The software program

To correct for a specific angle (for example the 
position of the tissue on the image) the starting point 
of the graph can be adjusted by changing the ‘offset’
value

The cell number is indicated in yellow. To navigate 
between the different cells, the arrowheads can be 
used to skip to previous or following cells. Deleted 
cells are also listed but without any usable data.

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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The software program

The graph of the current cell can be saved by clicking the 
‘screenshot’ button in the ‘SAVE’ section

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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- smoothing factor (‘smooth’)

to smooth a noised or spiked graph using a 
moving average method

-minimal height (‘min H’)

the minimal percentage that peaks should exceed 
the average number of filaments 

- positioning (‘∆’)

the minimal distance between two peaks (in 
degrees)

- number of peaks (‘# p’)

the maximal number of peaks to be detected  
between 0° and 180°

The software program

The program includes a ‘peak detection’ method to find main orientations of filaments within individual cells. 
The analysis is performed on the linear graph. 

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS - SAVE
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To do the analysis for all cells at once (all with the same 
settings), press the ‘apply on all cells’ button

The software program

The analysis can be performed for each cell individually by 
skipping between all cells (in ‘DISPLAY’ section) and 
performing the peak detection analysis

The data is also numerically displayed in a small grid on the 
screen, showing from left to right:

-the angle (‘°’)

-the number of filaments (‘# fills’)

-the number of filaments after smoothing (‘smthd’)

-the mean number of filaments calculated over all angles 
(‘# ave’)

-the detected main angle(s) (‘locs’)

-the number of filaments for the detected peak(s) (‘pks’) 

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS - SAVE
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The software program

On the graph, different colour codes are used.

- blue line

the original graph

- red line

the smoothed curve

- yellow line

the average number of filaments, 
calculated over all angles

- green asterisk(s)

the detected peak(s)

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS - SAVE
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When the peak detection for all cells is performed, the 
data can be exported to an excel-file

The software program

If necessary, the data can be exported or updated for one 
individual cell (f.i. when using different peak detection 
parameters for that cell) 

Screenshots can be taken at any moment during the 
process

LOAD - ALIGN   - SELECT CELLS   - CONTRAST ZSK   - DETECT FILLS   - DISPLAY   - FIND PEAKS   - SAVE
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The output

the calculated cell parameters and the center of mass

the average number of filaments

the number of detected peaks, 

with for each angle

- the value of the angle

- the percentage exceeding the average 
number of filaments

- the number of filaments for this angle

The following sheets contain all the specific data about the 
detected filaments per cell

All the data are exported to an all-including excel-file.
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The output

the x-y coordinates of the start, 

end and center point

the orientation angle of the 

filaments  

For each cell, several parameters of all detected filaments are saved.

the length of the filament (in pixels) 
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Enjoy !


